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Abstract
A characterization of n-vertex isolate-free connected graphs G whose domination number
(G) satises (G) = bn=2c is obtained. This result enables us to obtain extremal graphs of
inequalities which bound the sum of two domination parameters in isolate-free graphs. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Any undened graph domination concepts may be found in [6]. For a graph G =
(V; E) the domination number (G) (resp. total domination number t(G), connected
domination number c(G)) is the smallest cardinality of a dominating set (resp. total
dominating set, connected dominating set) of G. The domatic number d(G) (resp. total
domatic number dt(G), connected domatic dc(G)) is the largest order of a partition
of V (G) into dominating (resp. total dominating, connected dominating) sets.
For extensive bibliographies concerning work on domination in graphs (circa 1200
references) the reader is referred to [5,6].
A well-known result of Ore [10] bounds the domination number for graphs without
isolates.
Theorem 1 (Ore [10]). If the n vertex graph G has no isolated vertex; then (G)6
bn=2c.
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Our rst goal is to determine the class G of connected graphs whose domination
numbers attain this upper bound (Theorem 10, proved in Section 2). The even order
graphs of G have already been determined by Payan and Xuong [11]. The motivation
for our work was the desire to determine extremal graphs for two recently obtained
inequalities concerning sums of domination parameters for graphs G, such that neither
G nor G have isolated vertices. These inequalities considerably improve the following
bounds for general graphs obtained by Jaeger and Payan [7] and by Cockayne and
Hedetniemi [1].
Theorem 2 (Jaeger and Payan [7]). For any graph G; (G)+( G)6n+1; with equal-
ity if and only if G = Kn or Kn.
Theorem 3 (Cockayne and Hedetniemi [1]). For any graph G; (G) + d(G)6n + 1;
with equality if and only if G = Kn or Kn.
Joseph and Arumugam [8] improved the bound of Theorem 2 for graphs G with G,
G isolate-free.
Theorem 4 (Joseph and Arumugam [8]). If G and G have no isolates; then
(G) + ( G)6
jn
2
k
+ 2 (1)
and equality in (1) for n 6= 9 occurs if and only if f(G); ( G)g= fbn=2c; 2g.
Harary and Haynes [4], using similar techniques, improved Theorem 3.
Theorem 5 (Harary and Haynes [4]). If G and G have no isolates; then
(G) + d(G)6
jn
2
k
+ 2: (2)
In fact Theorem 5 is a special case of a more general result of Harary and Haynes
concerning k-tuple domination [3,4].
In Section 3 we show that extremal graphs of inequalities (1) and (2) may be found
from the class G of Theorem 10.
Finally in Section 4 we mention inequalities analagous to (2) for total and con-
nected domination. The extremal graphs of these new inequalities have not yet been
investigated and there is much opportunity for further research.
2. Connected graphs with (G ) = bn=2c
As noted in the introduction, even order graphs G for which (G)=n=2 have already
been characterized in [11]. Let H be any graph with vertex set v1; : : : ; vk . Form the new
graph f(H) from H by adding new vertices u1; : : : ; uk and the edges uivi, i= 1; : : : ; k.
The graph f(H) has been called the corona of H and K1 (see [2]).
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Fig. 1. Graphs in family A.
Fig. 2. Graphs in family B.
Theorem 6 (Payan and Xuong [11]). Let (G) = n=2. Then each component of G is
the cycle C4 or f(H) for some connected graph H .
To start our treatment of the more general situation, we will use a result of McCuaig
and Shepherd [9]. Let A be the collection of graphs in Fig. 1.
Theorem 7 (McCuaig and Shepherd [9]). If G is connected with (G)>2 and G 62A;
then (G)62n=5.
This theorem facilitates our rst preliminary result. Let B be the collection of graphs
in Fig. 2 and let F=A [B.
Lemma 8. If the connected graph G has (G)>2 and (G) = bn=2c; then G 2F.
Proof. Let G be connected with (G)>2 and (G) = bn=2c. If G 62A, then
(Theorem 7) (G)62n=5. If n is even, then (G) = bn=2c 
 2n=5, a contradiction.
If n is odd, then (G) = bn=2c62n=5 implies n= 3 or 5. All graphs with order three
or ve, (G)>2 and (G) = bn=2c are in B.
In view of Lemma 8 we only need to consider graphs with endvertices.
Lemma 9. If G is a connected graph with (G) = bn=2c; then each v2V is adjacent
to at most one endvertex; except for possibly one vertex which may be adjacent to
exactly two endvertices when n is odd.
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Proof. In this and subsequent proofs G[U ] will denote the subgraph of G induced by
the vertex subset U . Let G be connected with (G) = bn=2c and assume X is the set
of endvertices adjacent to a vertex v, where jX j = t. Then G[V − (X [ fvg)] has no
isolates and Theorem 1 gives
(G[V − (X [ fvg)])6

n− t − 1
2

:
If n is even, say n= 2k, then
k = (G)61 +

2k − t − 1
2

;
which implies t61 as required.
If n is odd, say n= 2k + 1, then
k = (G)61 +

2k + 1− t − 1
2

and we deduce t62. Suppose in this case (that is, n odd) that R is the set of vertices
that are adjacent to exactly two endvertices, where jRj = r. Note that each vertex of
R is in any minimum dominating set (henceforth, called a -set) of G. Let G0 be the
subgraph formed by removing R and all endvertices which are adjacent to vertices in
R. The set I of isolates of G0 is dominated in G by R. The graph G0− I is isolate-free
and has at most 2k + 1− 3r vertices. Hence by Theorem 1,
(G0 − I)6

2k + 1− 3r
2

:
A dominating set of G0 − I together with R dominates G; hence,
k = (G)6r +

2k + 1− 3r
2

:
We deduce r61, which completes the proof.
In order to state the characterization theorem, we need to dene six classes of graphs.
Let
G1 = fC4g [ fG jG = f(H) for some connected graph Hg
and
G2 =F− fC4g:
For any graph H , let S(H) denote the set of connected graphs, each of which can
be formed from f(H) by adding a new vertex x and edges joining x to one or more
vertices of H . Then dene
G3 = fG jG =S(H) for some Hg:
Let y be a vertex of a copy of C4 and, for G 2G3, let (G) be the graph obtained by
joining G to C4 with the single edge xy, where x is the new vertex added in forming G.
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Then dene
G4 = fG jG = (G) for some H 2G3g:
Let u, v, w be the vertex sequence of a path P3. For any graph H , let P(H) be the
set of connected graphs which may be formed from f(H) by joining each of u and w
to one or more vertices of H . Then dene
G5 = fG jG =P(H) for some Hg:
For a graph X 2B, let U V (X ) be a set of vertices such that no fewer than (X )
vertices of X dominate V (X ) − U . For example, such a set U for the C5 is either a
single vertex or any pair of nonadjacent vertices. Let R(H; X ) be the set of connected
graphs which may be formed from f(H) by joining each vertex of U to one or more
vertices of H for some set U as dened above and any graph H . Then dene
G6 = fG jG 2R(H; X ) for some X 2B and some Hg:
Theorem 10. A connected graph G satises (G) = bn=2c if and only if G 2G =S6
i=1 Gi.
Proof. It is an easy exercise to verify that all graphs G in G satisfy (G) = bn=2c.
Conversely, assume that G is connected with (G) = bn=2c. If n is even, then by
Theorem 6, G 2G1. If n is odd and (G)>2, then by Lemma 8, G 2G2. Thus, we
may assume that n is odd and G has a set S (6= ;) of endvertices. Let T be the set
of neighbours of vertices in S. If jT j= t, then by Lemma 9, jSj= t or t + 1. There is
a -set of G containing T . Let G0 = G − (S [ T ).
Case 1: jSj=t+1. In this case, G0 has n−(2t+1) vertices. Suppose G0 is not empty.
Since G is connected, G0 has a vertex x which is adjacent to a vertex in T . Any vertex
of degree 0 or 1 in G0 has a neighbour in T (since vertices G0 are neither isolated in
G nor endvertices of G). Hence, T dominates all vertices of G except (perhaps) those
vertices having degree at least two in G0. We deduce that T dominates all vertices of
G which are not in Y , the set of non-isolates of G0 − x. By Theorem 1, the induced
subgraph G[Y ] has a -set D0 and
jD0j6
 jY j
2

6

n− 2t − 2
2

:
Since T [ D0 dominates G, we have
jn
2
k
= (G)6t +

n− 2t − 2
2

; (3)
a contradiction which shows that G0 is empty and thus G 2G3.
Case 2: jSj= jT j= t and G0 has an isolated vertex y. Then NG(y)T . If G0 −y is
not empty, then (since G is connected) G0 − y has a vertex x adjacent to a vertex of
T . An argument similar to that of Case 1 shows that T dominates all vertices which
are not in the set Z of non-isolates of G0 −fx; yg. Since j(V (G0)j= n− 2t, we deduce
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the inequality (3) for this case also. This contradiction implies G0 − y is empty and
since y is not an endvertex of G, G 2G3.
Case 3: jSj= jT j= t and (G0) = 1. Let X be the set of vertices having degree one
in G0. No vertex of G0 is an endvertex of G, hence each vertex of X is adjacent to a
vertex of T , that is, T dominates X . There are two subcases to consider.
Subcase (a): G0 − X has no isolates. By applying Theorem 1 to G0 − X , we obtain
jn
2
k
= (G)6t +

n− 2t − jX j
2

which implies jX j= 1. Let X = fxg and let z be the unique neighbour of x in G0. By
the hypothesis of this subcase, G0 − x is isolate-free.
If (G0 − x) = 1, then z is the unique vertex having degree one in G0 − x (since
jX j=1). Let w be the neighbour of z in G0 − x. Since w does not have degree one in
G0 − x, there exists a vertex y2G0 − fx; z; wg which is adjacent to w. If u is isolated
in G0 − fx; y; z; wg, then u is not adjacent to z and the degree of u in G0 − x is at
least two. We deduce that u is adjacent to w and y. Therefore, T [ fwg dominates all
vertices except (possibly) the set Y of non-isolates of G0 −fx; y; z; wg. By Theorem 1,
G[Y ] may be dominated with at most jY j=2 vertices, hence
jn
2
k
= (G)6 (t + 1) +
jY j
2
6 (t + 1) +

n− 2t − 4
2

;
a contradiction.
Therefore, (G0 − x)>2. Now G0 − x has an even number of vertices and since
(G) = bn=2c, (G0 − x) = jV (G0 − x)j=2. Theorem 6 implies that G0 − x=mC4 where
m>1. If m> 1, then a vertex of one component C4 is adjacent to a vertex of T which
would imply (G)< bn=2c. Therefore, G0 − x = C4 and G 2G4.
Subcase (b): G0−X has isolated vertices. Let I be the set of isolates of G0−X where
jI j= i>1. Each v2 I is not an endvertex of G0 and so has at least two neighbours in
X . Since degG0(x)=1 for all x2X , jX j>2i. Now T dominates S[T [X , I dominates
itself and by Theorem 1, at most jV (G0)− (X [ I)j=2 vertices are required to dominate
the non-isolates of G0 − X . Hence
jn
2
k
= (G)6t + i +

n− 2t − 3i
2

;
which implies that i=1, that is, G0−X has precisely one isolated vertex, say v, which
has at least two neighbours u and w in X . Now G0 − (X [ fvg) has no isolates and
may be dominated (Theorem 1) by at most
 jV (G0 − (X [ fvg))j
2

6

n− 2t − jN [v]j
2

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vertices. Also T [ fvg dominates X [ fvg hence
jn
2
k
= (G)6t + 1 +

n− 2t − jN [v]j
2

: (4)
This implies jN [v]j63, and hence, N (v) = fu; wg. If v were dominated by T , then
the right-hand side of (4) can be reduced by one, giving a contradiction. Hence in
order to dominate v, one vertex from fu; w; vg is in every -set of G.
Suppose that the graph G0 − fu; w; vg (which has even order) is not empty. Since
(G)= bn=2c, exactly jV (C)j=2 vertices from each component C of G0−fu; w; vg must
be included in each -set of G. Hence, C has even order and by Theorem 6, C=C4 or
C=f(H) for some connected graph H . The preceding paragraphs imply that no vertex
of C is adjacent to u, w or v. If C=C4, then connectedness of G implies that a vertex
of C is adjacent to a vertex of T and it follows that there is a -set of G including T ,
v and only one of the four vertices of C, a contradiction. Suppose C = f(H). Since
no vertex of C is an endvertex of G, each endvertex of C has a neighbour in T and
again it is easily seen that there exists a -set of G containing < jV (C)j=2 vertices
of C.
We conclude that G0 − fu; w; vg is empty and so G 2G5.
Case 4: jSj = jT j = t and (G0)>2. In order that (G) = bn=2c, a -set of G must
include jV (C)j=2 vertices from any even order component C of G0. In this case by
Theorem 6, C = C4 and this situation is impossible (similar argument to that used in
Subcase 3(b)).
If G0 had more than one odd order component, then (G0)< bjV (G0)j=2c, which im-
plies (G)< bn=2c. Hence, G0 is connected and is in F−fC4g (Lemma 8). However,
G0 may be further restricted. Since G is connected, the set U of vertices G0 having
neighbours in T , is non-empty.
It is easily checked that if G0 2A−fC4g, then for any U 6= ;, V (G0)−U may be
dominated by less than (G0) vertices of G0. Since T dominates U , it follows that a
-set of G contains less than bjV (G0)j=2c vertices of G0, so that (G)< bn=2c.
We conclude that G0 2B and (G0) vertices are necessary to dominate V (G0)−U .
Hence, G 2G6.
3. Extremal graphs for sums of domination parameters
There are two inequalities considered in this section. The rst part of the work
completely determines the extremal graphs of the Nordhaus{Gaddum-type inequality
(1) in terms of the class G of Section 2.
Payan and Xuong [11] proved that the only 9 vertex graph for which (G)=( G)=3,
is the self-complementary graph K3  K3. By (1) all other 9 vertex graphs G with G,
G isolate-free have f(G); ( G)g=f2; 2g, f2; 3g or f2; 4g. Hence we may deduce from
Theorem 4,
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Corollary 11. If G and G are isolate-free; then (G) + ( G) = bn=2c+ 2 if and only
if G = K3  K3 or f(G); ( G)g= fbn=2c; 2g.
We can now characterize the set of graphs which attain the bound of Joseph and
Arumugam in terms of the class G of Theorem 10.
Theorem 12. Let G; G have no isolated vertices.
(i) If G is connected; then (G) + ( G) = bn=2c + 2 if and only if G = K3  K3 or
one of G; G is in G.
(ii) If G is disconnected with components G1; : : : ; Gt (t>2); then (G)+( G)=bn=2c+2
if and only if at most one Gi has an odd number of vertices and for each i=1; : : : ; t;
Gi 2G.
Proof. (i) Immediate from Theorem 10 and Corollary 11.
(ii) For i=1; : : : ; t, let jV (Gi)j=ni and i=(Gi). Since G and G are isolate-free and
t>2, we have ( G) = 2 and (G) =
Pt
i=1 i. Therefore (by Corollary 11), the bound
is attained if and only if
tX
i=1
i = bn=2c: (5)
Suppose, without losing generality, that n1 = 2k1 + 1 and n2 = 2k2 + 1 are odd. For
each i=1; : : : ; t, Gi is isolate-free. By Theorem 1, 16k1, 26k2 and for i>3, i6ni=2.
Hence
Pt
i=1 i6k1 + k2 +
1
2
Pt
i=3 ni = n=2− 1< bn=2c, contrary to (5). Thus at most
one ni is odd.
Suppose, without losing generality, that 1< bn1=2c. Then
Pt
i=1 i6bn1=2c − 1 +Pt
i=2bni=2c6n=2− 1< bn=2c contrary to (5). Hence each Gi 2G.
Conversely suppose that n2; : : : ; nt are even and for each i=1; : : : ; t, i=bni=2c. ThenPt
i=1 i = bn1=2c+
Pt
i=2(ni=2) = bn=2c, and the proof is complete.
The remaining work of this section is concerned with extremal graphs of in-
equality (2). Jaeger and Payan [7] established that ( G)6d(G) for any graph G.
Therefore equality in (1) implies equality in (2) and we have the following corollary to
Theorem 12.
Corollary 13. All graphs G mentioned in Theorem 12 satisfy (G)+d(G)=bn=2c+2.
Our next two results make some progress towards the determination of the class I
of extremal graphs of (2) which are not extremal graphs of (1). It is clear that for
each graph F 2I, ( F) is strictly less than d(F).
Theorem 14. Let G and G be isolate-free graphs. Then (G) + d(G) = bn=2c + 2 if
and only if f(G); d(G)g= fbn=2c; 2g or n= 9 and (G) = d(G) = 3.
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Proof. Let G, G be isolate-free, n 6= 9 and (G) + d(G) = bn=2c + 2. Jaeger and
Payan [7] proved that (G)d(G)6n for any graph G hence
(G) + d(G)6

n
d(G)

+

n
(G)

:
If both (G) and d(G) are at least 4, then
(G) + d(G)62
jn
4
k
<
jn
2
k
+ 2;
a contradiction.
If (G) = 3 or d(G) = 3, then n>6 and
(G) + d(G)63 +
jn
3
k
62 +
jn
2
k
:
Equality can only occur for n= 6; 7 and 9. If n= 9, equality implies (G) = d(G) = 3
and for equality when n= 6 or 7, (G) = 3 (d(G) = 3) implies d(G) = 2 ((G) = 2)
as required.
The result clearly holds if (G) or d(G) equals 2. Since G has no isolate, (G)>2
and since G has no isolate, d(G)>( G)>2. This completes the proof.
Our last result in this section is an immediate deduction from Theorem 14 and
Corollary 11.
Corollary 15. For graphs F such that F and F are isolate-free; F is in the class I
if and only if
(i) n= 9, (F) = d(F) = 3 and ( F) = 2 or
(ii) 2 = (F)6( F)<d(F) = bn=2c.
Graphs of Corollary 15(i) include C9, K3  P3 and all subgraphs of K3  P3 which
have C9 as a subgraph. Graphs of Corollary 15(ii) have bn=2c (resp. bn=2c−1) disjoint
minimum dominating sets (size 2) if n is even (odd) and an additional dominating set
of 3 vertices if n is odd. The possible values of ( F) give considerable exibility.
4. Other domination parameters: future research
There are a variety of other results which give upper bounds of n or n + 1 for
sums of two domination parameters for general graphs. The technique of Joseph and
Arumugam can undoubtedly be applied in some of these cases to radically improve
the bound when certain fairly trivial graphs are excluded. Thus arises a large class of
interesting extremal graph determination problems of the types considered in Sections 2
and 3. As an example, we state here without proof, two inequalities concerning total
domination and connected domination which are obtained with the technique.
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Theorem 16. For G with dt(G)>2,
t(G) + dt(G)6
jn
2
k
+ 2;
with equality for n 6= 9 if and only if
ft(G); dt(G)g=
n
2;
jn
2
ko
:
Theorem 17. For G with c(G)>2 and dc(G)>2;
c(G) + dc(G)6
jn
2
k
+ 2:
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